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Tiratura: 303.841 Diffusione: 217.215
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The awards The ceremony was held in New York. Awards to projects on Lucio 
Fontana and creativity during fascism 
  

Art, the Milan system wins 
by Annachiara Sacchi 
  
Lucio Fontana’s Environments, less known than Space Concepts and so difficult 
to exhibit. The artistic expressions of the fascist era, rigorously explored, 
starting from historical documents and photographs. Two Italian exhibitions. 
Two awards, the Global Fine Art Awards 2018, won by Pirelli HangarBicocca for 
Lucio Fontana: Ambienti/Environments, and by  the Prada Foundation for Post 
Zang Tumb Tuuum. Art Life Politics: Italy 1918–1943. Aboveall, a victory for 
Milan, viewed and interpreted as (another) sign of rebirth. Applauded by 
Minister Alberto Bonisoli, celebrated by Milan’s Mayor Giuseppe Sala: "The 
confirmation of a city projected towards the world". 
Award ceremony Tuesday 12 March in New York, to be held at the Harold Pratt 
Mansion, Upper East Side: 13 competition categories, 94 exhibition projects 
nominated (out of 2,000 selected) from 31 countries. Celebrations, 
nominations and diplomas, like at the Oscars. Pirelli HangarBicocca won the 
international award in the "Best Impressionist and Modern" category dedicated 
to personal exhibitions. Vicente Todolí, artistic director of Pirelli HangarBicocca, 
who together with Marina Pugliese and Barbara Ferriani curated the Fontana 
exhibition (from 21 September 2017 to 25 February 2018, in collaboration with 
the Lucio Fontana Foundation) was excited when he withdrew the award: "For 
us it is a great satisfaction - he explained yesterday as he headed to Brooklyn 
to meet an artist "to bring to Milan"- to receive an award of this level for 
having disseminated Fontana's lesser known work. Thanks to the exhibition the 
way of seeing the artist has changed: 250 thousand visitors have discovered 
his historical importance and contemporaneity, the project has been a 
landmark for researchers, curators and art historians" (two Fontana spatial 
environments currently exhibited at the Metropolitan have been reconstructed 
following the HangarBicocca model). 
The same category, "Best Impressionist and Modern", but this time for group 
presentations: it is here that the Prada Foundation was awarded the Global 
Fine Art Award for the exhibition on the art of the Twenties curated by 
Germano Celant and presented in Milan from 18 February to 25 June 2018. 
Highly acclaimed (the "New York Times" called it The most important show of 
2018) and complex: «Fascism - says Celant - is a difficult subject to recount, 
we did it by striving to avoid exploitation, ours was a contemporary 
reinterpretation of a historical period and its artistic as well as cultural 
production under a certain type of condition. This exercise can be done for 
other eras, going right up to the present". 
Exhibitions of global scope, an international victory (having beaten the Tate 
Modern, National Gallery and British Museum of London, Whitney Museum, 
Guggenheim in New York, Moma in San Francisco, Reina Sofia Museum in 
Madrid). Local the satisfaction. The first to rejoice was the city’s mayor Sala: 
“Thanks to Pirelli HangarBicocca and Fondazione Prada for bringing Milan to 



the top of the world through two truly amazing exhibitions. These awards 
confirm that our lively and innovative city is also ready to play an international 
role at a cultural and artistic level». Alberto Bonisoli adds: "A recognition much 
deserved by two foundations that have been working well for years". The 
Italian Minister of Cultural Heritage dampened the triumphalistic-Ambrosian 
tone: "Modern and contemporary art are fundamental for the whole country, 
we are going in the right direction, a multicentric approach is welcome and 
necessary". But then he says: "Milan is offering proposals that justify a trip to 
the city". 
"Milan is a place to be," assures Mayor Sala. The place to visit. For its cultural 
impact, the strength of its reviews, its events calendar (just a few examples: 
The exhibition dedicated to Ingres at the Palazzo Reale on Tuesday, the new 
Design museum at the Triennale opens on April 8, the day after the Milan 
Furniture Show begins with hundreds of events). And that the American 
victories were won by two private institutions does not seem to worry the 
administration at all. Rather: "Milan - Giuseppe Sala continues - is ready to 
welcome but also to export its successful public-private collaboration model". 
Last week the three most visited exhibitions throughout Italy were A visual 
project. The art of Banksy at the Mudec in Milan (a mixed public/private 
museum), Romanticism at the Gallerie d'Italia, Milan (private), Antonello da 
Messina at the Palazzo Reale, Milan (public). An entirely Ambrosian podium. 
«Here - explains Milan councillor Filippo Del Corno – is the glaring example of 
how our culture system works: a solid alliance between the public and private 
sectors controlled by the administration and an events calendar that increases 
the city's visibility rating "(today, for example, Del Corno will present the Milan 
Art Week program, from 1st to 7th April, with a calendar of widespread 
initiatives that accompany MiArt, the international modern and contemporary 
art fair). 
Del Corno talks about directing, Celant of “Melee pack”. To the question about 
Milan’s secret, that of its rebirth, he replies: “The city is relocating on the 
international scene, it has regained the position it held in the post-war period. 
It is the collectivity of cultural proposals, in addition to its "industrial 
creativity", that makes the difference: art, architecture, fashion, design, 
photography. Not a single language, but a melee pack, a host of territories and 
variety of events that can only be found together here. That's right, in Milan. 
Not even in New York”. Another interesting definition is used by Vicente Todolí, 
who speaks of "regeneration". Milan, explains the Spanish curator, “has done a 
lot for modern and contemporary art. These awards are proof of this”. 
  

The Global Fine Art Awards 

go to the Pirelli HangarBicocca 
exhibitions  

and the Prada Foundation 
  



Dida 
A detail of the Exhibition at the Prada Foundation 
  
Neon 
Lucio Fontana (1899-1968), Neon structure for the 9th Milan Triennale, 
1951/2017, view of the installation in Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan, 2017. 
Courtesy Pirelli HangarBicocca Milan © Lucio Fontana Foundation (photo by 
Agostino Osio). The Lucio Fontana exhibition: Ambienti/Environments was held 
in Milan from 21 September 2017 to 25 February 2018. 
  

• From above: from 18 February to 25 June 2018; the artistic director of 
Pirelli HangarBicocca Vicente Todolí who curated the Lucio Fontana 
exhibition with Marina Pugliese and Barbara Ferriani:  
Ambienti/Environments; Germano Celant, who conceived of and curated 
the show Post Zang Tumb Tuuum. Art Life Politics: Italy 1918-1943 at 
the Prada Foundation in Milan; the Minister of Cultural Heritage Alberto 
Bonisoli; the mayor of Milan Giuseppe Sala 

 
• The Global Fine Arts Awards were assigned Tuesday 12 March in New 

York. Two thousand selected exhibitions, 13 prizes, 94 exhibition 
projects nominated, chosen from 31 nations and submitted for 
examination by the international jury. 
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